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Hughes finally gets
medicallycleared
By Ryan Hunt

Volume I Issue V
places, abruptly ending his sophomore soccer
season.
Blaine again grinded out countless hours of
physical therapy until January, when he was finally able to begin practicing again for the varsity basketball team. Yet again, on Hughes?s
first day back, he again became injured. Blaine
was told he would be out until June, missing
all three sports seasons of the year.
Just when he thought all hope was lost, he
learned he had a chance to come back and play
baseball in May. He worked extra hard in his
physical therapy sessions to heal his knee so he
could once again take the field in a Hamilton
jersey.
After almost a year, Hughes was informed this
week that he was cleared and would be able to
play baseball, almost two months earlier than
previously expected.
Look for Blaine to make his return to the diamond in the coming weeks, as he works himself up to full health and gets back in the
?swing?of things.

Hamilton hosts youth
summit
By Ryan Hunt

H
A

fter almost a year of being on the in-

jured reserve, Hamilton sophomore Blaine
Hughes will make his return to Hamilton
sports.
At St. Lawrence basketball camp in the summer of 2018, Hughes tore his meniscus within
five minutes of their first game. After a painful
summer of grinding to get his body back and
multiple physical therapy sessions, Hughes
was cleared in the fall to play soccer. On his
first day back, Blaine broke his ankle in two

amilton Central School recently hosted

a youth summit for schools from Madison
county to present findings of an alcohol, drug,
and vaping study done across the county. The
auditorium held many high ranking legislators,
including newly elected Democratic Representative Anthony Brindisi.
A little information about the summit, written
by Lauren Reynolds gives a brief overview and
background about the event.
?Madison County Bridges created a survey
that looked at what students value in our community. Students were asked to identify which
stores and community buildings they would

Continued on A1

Softball out to hot
start
By Ryan Hunt

T he softball team has come out to a
hot 4-1 start of the season, thanks to an
incredible hitting effort by the Lady
Emerald Knights.
The Lady Emerald Knights opened their
season with a 23-11 win at Waterville in
just five innings. The girls battled frigid
temperatures and high wind speeds, but
were able to pull away with a big win.
The team tallied 19 hits, with 18 of their
23 runs being batted in. Freshman
Kyleigh Pearson paced the offense
batting .750 with five runs batted in.
Beth Belanger picked up the win in the
circle.
The softball team then travelled to
Westmoreland where they picked up
their second big win, 24-9. The girls had
a whopping 25 hits, and batted a team
average of .500, which is no easy feat.
Leading the Knight?s offense were
Emma Basher and Lauren Rodriguez,
who combined for nine RBI?s. Basher
added two home runs in the effort. Seven
players batted .600 or above for the Lady
Knights. Beth Belanger picked up the
win pitching, tallying eight strikeouts.
The Lady Knights demolished Remsen
in their home opener 21-2. The girls
jumped out to a 7-0 lead after one inning
and didn't look back, eventually taking a
21-0 by the end of the third inning.
Lauren Rodriguez and Ashley LaRuffa
each had four RBI?s, while Emily
McCann added four hits, including a
triple. Beth Belanger picked up the win
at the pitcher position, throwing a no
hitter all three innings she pitched.
The girls were handed their first loss
against West Canada Valley 6-5 when a

Continued on C1
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Hamiltonhostsyouth AnXin'scandy
summit; Brindisi
business
stopsby
Continued from cover
want in their ideal town and which they don't
think are necessary. They were also asked to
determine the proximity of those buildings to
schools. The goal of this [summit] is to use
the information from the survey to inform
legislators just what kids value in a community and what impact certain stores or shops
may have on students. Student representatives [sat] on a panel and [presented] the information gathered from their schools survey
to our legislators and representatives. After
the presentation, students [had] an opportunity to meet and speak with the representatives in a more personal setting at a brief
meet and greet in the high school gym. This
summit [took] place from approximately 9:45
AM to 11:30 AM, starting in the auditorium
and transitioning to the high school gym.?

A1
Kids, and everything costs a dollar. This is
especially generous considering that many of
the things that he supplies cost him more
than a dollar to buy. For weeks An Xing has
been satisfying the urges of many Hamilton
students with the magical contents of his
grey lunchbox.

By Sam Williams

C andy lovers at HCS have found a consistent and cheap supplier in An Xin Zheng,
who donates all of the money that he raises
to Friends of Music. An Xin has an incredible array of candy, ranging from Snickers to
Hershey?s Cookies ?n? Creme to Sour Patch

At almost any time of the day, An Xing can
be found in some quiet corner of the school
giving students what they need most, and he
has gotten a huge number of students addicted to what he is selling. When asked
about the inspiration of his charitable candy
selling, An Xing had this to say, ?My mom
said it was a good idea.? Many students are
incredibly grateful for An Xin?s candy supply. Co-Editor in Chief of the Emerald Press
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Students from different schools across Madison county presented their data to these lawmakers, encouraging legislation to regulate
what can be sold in a certain proximity to
schools.
Six Hamilton students presented and assisted
at the youth summit. These students were:
Beth Belanger, Ryan Hunt, Ella Kenyon,
Theo McArn, Emilia Goeller, and Erik Geier.
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Tarik Cigeroglu stated, ?I think it?s great.
The demand for candy is high, and he satisfies that demand.? Sami Cigeroglu added,
?he?s the man,? to Tarik?s benevolent appraisal.
The question that must be raised in response
to An Xin?s business is ?what is the best
candy that he sells?? Although the Hershey?s
Cookies ?n? Creme offers the best deal, being
sold by An Xing at only a little more than
two thirds the market price, everyone?s personal favorite differs. Senior and all around
legend Ryan Hunt?s favorite is Kit Kat,
whereas Erik Geier?s favorite is Milky Way.
Sami Cigeroglu said that is favorite is, ?Sour
Skittles, but he doesn?t do it anymore.? An
Xin, as the schoolwide purveyor of everything candy related, felt that he had to be an
impartial judge, and said, ?I don?t have one.?
This self control perfectly exemplifies the
reasons why An Xin has been so successful
in this endeavour.
So far An Xin has raised about a hundred
dollars for Friends of Music, and we only expect that number to increase. So if you want
some candy and feel like donating to a good
cause, find An Xin.

shape for their respective sports by walking
up the stairs to reach their room, which happened to be on floor 11.
The program that the concert band
played contained some
of the best pieces from
the wind band repertoire, opening with
Leonard
Bernstein's
?Profanation? from his
first symphony, then
moving to a beautiful
Eric Whitacre composition, ?October.? After
this, Percy Grainger?s
masterpiece
?Lincolnshire Posy? was
performed. The concert ended with a bang,
with a rousing rendition of Henry Fillmore?s march ?Circus
Bee,? which reached
an alarming speed of
200 beats per minute.
Williams gave his
opinion of the event,
stating ?I''m just dissapointed that Tim Sheridan [the coordinator of
the band] didn't accept my facebook friend
request?. Overall, it was an experience that
the two students will likely never forget.

TwoHamiltonstudents
make All- Eastern for
Spring Party Weekend
band
tobegin
By Tarik Cigeroglu

L

ast weekend, seniors Sam Williams

and Tarik
All-Eastern.

Cigeroglu

performed

at

After applying in October, french horn player
Sam and trumpeter Tarik got the opportunity
to go to Pittsburgh to play with some of the
most talented high school musicians in the
east. Along with being part of the band, the
event, which hosted students from 11 states,
offered nearly a full week of great musical
experiences, such as attending concerts by
the U.S. Navy band and chorus, a performance of Tchaikovsky?s fifth symphony by
the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, as well
as a chance to test out different models of
their instruments at the convention center.
The experience overall was also great, with
the hotel allowing Sam and Tarik to stay in

By Tarik Cigeroglu

S

pring Party weekend kicks off tomor-

row. As the first buds of spring bloom,
Hamiltonians are preparing for the infamous
Spring Party Weekend at Colgate. Every
year, Colgate hosts their weekend filled with
fun events, such as a movie marathon, a BBQ
and ice cream party, and mystery dinner. The
headlining artist this year is Seandrea Sledge,
better known by her stage name, Dreezy.
Dreezy is a singer, songwriter and rapper
from Chicago, who was named ?Princess of
Chicago Rap? by Vice Magazine, and was
nominated for an iHeartRadio award in 2017
for ?Best New R& B Artist.? While the students will certainly have fun, locals have
come to dread this weekend, as their nights

A2
are filled with loud music and inebriated students walking through town.
Junior Molly Stahl recalls ?there are some-

times drunk girls who cry very loudly in an
alley next to my house, because it is near a
sorority. It can be annoying because it often
keeps me up at night.?
While this rowdy behavior is common, Colgate itself encourages not using alcohol, saying on the spring party weekend website,
?Many students will choose to abstain from
alcohol this weekend? and we know for a
fact that is the best choice if you want to
maximize your likelihood for succeeding
academically and staying safe. If you do decide to drink, consider strategies like alternating alcoholic drinks with non- alcoholic
drinks to stay hydrated, setting drink limits
and counting your drinks to avoid overconsuming, and eating food before and while
you drink.? Whatever you do this weekend,
make sure to make good decisions and stay
safe.

Besafe
this break!
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HENKE:Recycling
needstostart
happeningat
Hamilton
By Lin Henke

D

id you know that most of what you

recycle at Hamilton Central goes straight to
the dump? Almost every classroom in our
school has the classic white bin for papers
right next to the gray bin for ordinary trash.
Most students and about half the teachers
that were questioned on the topic assume
that the contents of the white bins are
recycled properly. However after a vocal
few teachers insisted that almost all our
paper get mixed in with the trash, I

E di t or i al s
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launched an informal investigation on
behalf of the Emerald Press. The
information I received from teachers and
janitors alike varied wildly, with no one
truly seeming sure where the paper ends up.
One teacher remarked ?It gets picked up
from my room every day, so I assume it
goes where it needs to go? while another
vehemently stated ?everything goes to the
dumpster.?
A few months ago the teachers and staff of
Hamilton received an email announcing the
re-institution of the Wednesday recycling
program, which instructs teachers to bring
their own bins down weekly to empty into
the larger receptacle located in the main
hallway. However, very few teachers choose
this approach or even seem aware of its
existence, instead letting the bins be
emptied by janitors and assuming the waste
will go where it needs to. Furthermore,
even for the teachers and janitors more
dedicated to recycling, it is unclear where
the paper in the large yellow bin that can be
seen around the school ends up. When an
authoritative janitor was questioned on the

AA1
matter he explained that they ?call the Town
of Hamilton to pick up the recycling.? As
encouraging as this is, he went on to say
that these calls are infrequent, and he can
not recall the last time recycling was picked
up by the Town.
When paper is not picked up to be taken to
a recycling facility, it is simply mixed with
the rest of Hamilton Central?s waste and
taken to the dump. This is a real shame,
because Madison County has a really good
recycling center. Kristen Welch, recycling
coordinator, explained to me how materials
are processed at the facility. Recycled
plastic often ends up going to a company
that makes Adirondack chairs, and paper
and cardboard goes to a company in
Syracuse that makes packaging out of
reused materials. Almost everything is bid
off locally, in a sustainable cycle where
everyone benefits- not to mention the earth!
The recycling center of Madison County is
where the hundreds of pages of paper
thrown away daily at Hamilton should be
going.
While the HCS recycling
program certainly needs
better supervision on an
administrative level, it is
also important to remember
that the initiative at HCS
was started many years ago
by a student. Hamilton grad
David Schutt started a
program where students
actually collected the bins
and ensured the paper made
it to a recycling facility. We
must take up the ambition
and dedication for a cleaner
planet that Schutt had, and
not blindly assume that
recycling is being taken
care of at HCS. It is time to
fight for our environment
by making our school more
sustainable, to no longer let
our future be taken out with
the trash.

Mr . Da r r
b ir t h d a y o w 's
a ppr o a c is
ma k e s u r h in g ,
g e t h im e t o
pr e s e n t !a
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Horoscopes for this
quarter
By Ryan Hunt

W

ant an insight into your upcoming

quarter? Check your horoscope for this
quarter to find out!
These horoscopes were self-created and are
for entertainment purposes only and are not
to be taken as the truth.
Ar ies
M arch 21 - Apr il 19
Your intelligence will get you very far in life,
and carry you through these last weeks of
school. Don't bet against your abilities, for
fear will be destructive to how you finish the
year.
Taur us
Apr il 20 - M ay 20
The love of your life will be wearing
sneakers and an Apple Jacks tee shirt. If you
are a Taurus male softball coach/math
teacher, bad things will happen to you this
month unless you donate a sizeable amount
of money to the senior class.
Gemini
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M ay 21 - June 20

Scor pio

What you are seeking deep down is just
around the corner. Never give up, be patient
and good fortune will come your way.

October 23 - November 21

Cancer

Any acts of kindness will soon come back
around, and you will be rewarded! However
any acts of wrongdoing will haunt you day
and night until resolved.

June 21 - July 22

Sagittar ius

Make sure to always tap into your nice side.
Don't get caught up in what is popular, just
be yourself and you will find life more
enjoyable.

November 22 - December 21

L eo
July 23 - August 22
Blonde haired Leo?s will have a tough go this
month. The only way to avoid bad fortune for
you is to say hi to three new people every
day. All other hair colors shall have extra
luck this month.

Your joy will be crucial to your end of the
year. You, as well as your friends, will need
to feed off of your positivity.
Capr icor n
December 22 - Januar y 19

Vir go

Keep giving your kindness and hospitality to
others. Soon they will follow your ways, and
return their favors to you. Karma will soon
be on your side, as long as you continue on
the high road. Fishing will be tough for you
this summer, however.

August 23 - September 22

Aquar ius

Your optimism and positive outlook on life
will take you very far, and allow you to finish
the school year strong. As long as you make
time for appreciating yourself, this month
will bring lots of positive energy for you.

Januar y 20 - Febr uar y 18

L ibr a

Pisces

September 23 - October 22

Febr uar y 19 - M arch 20

Your humor is always a savior of your days.
Do not overlook this aspect of your life. Your
laughter can bring joy to others and yourself.

People will begin to start seeing you for who
you are, and stop overlooking you and your
accomplishments. Continue your kindness to
others, and they will begin to give it back.

Good fortune is in your very close future. In
order to ensure this good fortune, however,
you must walk backwards through doorways.
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Springholidaysare
approaching
By Tarik Cigeroglu

A

s the beginning of spring has started,

ited and found the stone rolled away, with the
body of Jesus gone. Jesus spoke to his followers several times after this before his
ascension.
Traditions: Many churches hold mass the
morning of Easter, and often a Easter Vigil
the night before, in order to tell the story
about Jesus?s resurrection. Another popular
tradition is going on an Easter egg hunt,
which originated from pagan traditions, but
has been incorporated into Christian celebration, with eggs symbolising rebirth.

we decided to look at and inform about some
holidays that are celebrated in the first full
month of the season
Passover (April 19-27):
Passover is a Jewish holiday in
which the exodus from Egypt is
celebrated, as well as the Israelites freedom from slavery
under the Egyptians, and lasts
eight days. The name
?Passover? comes from the
tenth plague that God inflicted
onto the Egyptian, where the
firstborn of every family would
die unless lambs blood was
painted above the door to a
house, in which case the house
would be passed over, according to Jewish belief.

B2
Turkey commemorate the first gathering of
the the Turkish Parliament on April 23 1920,
by attending local ceremonies or laying
wreaths at monuments of Mustafa Kemal
Ataturk who was the founder of the Turkish
Republic. The main ceremony happens at the
Ataturk Mausoleum.
Traditions: On Children?s day, Turkish children take over the Parliament and symbolically govern the country, discussing children?s issues. They then elect a president
who then addresses the country on national
television. Children?s festivals take place
around the country throughout
the day.
ANZAC day (April 25th): ANZAC Day a day of memorial in
Australia and New Zealand. It is
a day that is used to remember
all of the Australians and New
Zealanders who have died in
wars. It exists as the anniversary
of Australia?s and New
Zealand?s fighting in World War
I. ANZAC is an acronym for
Australian and New Zealand
Army Corps.

Traditions: One important
Passover rituals is purging all
leavened foods (Anything containing certain types of grain)
from their home before the holiday begins as
well as refraining from consumption during
the holiday itself. Another important tradition is the Seder feast where a meal is eating
containing foods with particular significance
to the exodus story, including matzo, bitter
herbs, a lamb shankbone and a mixture of
fruit, nuts, all while the story of the exodus is
spoken
Easter (April 21st): This Christian holiday
celebrates the resurrection of Jesus Christ.
Easter also occurs at the end of Lent, a 40day period of fasting and giving. According
to the Bible, after Jesus?s crucifixion, he was
buried in a tomb, some of his followers vis-

Ear th day (April 22nd): According to the
Earth Day Initiative Earth Day is ?an annual
event celebrated around the world when people take time to appreciate humankind's connection to the Earth and to raise awareness of
our environmental challenges.?
Traditions: Earth day traditions include going
to workshops, volunteer trips, craft projects
and environmental clean-ups. Many individuals and organizations donate to ecological
protection groups as well.

Traditions: Memorial services
are held at Australia?s war monuments at dawn, the time when
the landing at Gallipoli happened (The battle of Gallipoli
was a conflict in the Ottoman Empire where
Australia lost many men). These are often accompanied by a recitation of ?In Flanders
Field,? a poem by a WW1 major after one of
his best friends died in battle.
Other traditions include wearing rosemary,
which is a continuation of servicemen sending the herb to their relatives, due to its abundance in Gallipoli, and eating ANZAC biscuits, which are based on the food that
Oceanic soldiers ate.

National Sover eignty and Childr en's day
(April 23rd): On this holiday, people in

R i ddl e of t he week :
A prisoner is told "If you tell a lie we will hang you; if you tell the truth we will
shoot you." What can he say to save himself?

L ast i ssue' s r i ddl e answer :
3 br other s and 3 sister s
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One School, One Book
ComestoHamilton
By: Emilija Morkevicius
and Noa Stahlberg

H

amilton Central School faculty are

creating a brand new school-wide book
club to build community. ?One School,
One Book? is a new program that, like the
People as Reading Partners (PARP)
program, is designed to encourage students
to read. But this new program also is
designed so that students read the same
book as each other - which means they can
talk about it with their friends, students in
other grades, teachers and members of the
HCS community. Parents are also
encouraged to read along with their
children--and maybe even have their
children read the book to them. The hope is
that families will discuss the book together
as well.
We interviewed Mrs. Miller, who is
bringing ?One School, One Book? to
Hamilton?s elementary school. We asked
her how she came up with the idea. She told
us she had been thinking a lot about how
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and build community.
We asked her if it was complicated to set
the program up here. She said it was easy:
she brought the idea to the PTO and Ms.
Catania, who is the head of the literature
section, really liked the idea.

T he E mer al d
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What was harder was figuring out what
book the school should read. Mrs. Miller
held a meeting at which faculty, parents,
and community members looked at a long
list of books recommended on the ?One
School, One Book? website. Stay tuned to
find out what that book will be!

The Emerald Press is produced by
the independent study journalism class. The materials published in this paper are the efforts of the Emerald Press Staff
and are not intended to represent the opinions or values of
any school official or the Hamilton Central School Board of Education. All materials published in
The Emerald Press are protected
by the copyright laws of the
United States.

Hamilton'sGreenhouse
By Marjorie Jones
Mrs. Bossard?s greenhouse has a ton of
new plants growing in the greenhouse! She
has basil, sweet peppers (a lot of those),
cucumbers, hot peppers, yellow grapes,
cayenne peppers, tomatoes, onions and
more! How long ago were all these amazing
crops planted? According to some of the
Agricultural-Science students, most of
these crops were planted after February
break. They also have beautiful flowers
such as Blue Bliss, Surfinia, Rosewater,
Pink Bliss, and Oregano. In the greenhouse,
you?ll see hanging pots towards the
entrance. These pots are Mother?s Day
baskets! They have beautiful flowers in
them. You?re probably wondering if you
have any chance of owning some of these
amazing crops and flowers. Well, you can!
Starting in May, there will be a sale.
Everything that is currently in the
greenhouse is for sale! The sale will be all
throughout May until all of it is sold.

Editors- in- Chief
Ryan Hunt, Tarik Cigeroglu

Editors
Cadi Klepeis, Aidan Woods

Reporters
Ryan Hunt, Tarik Cigeroglu, Sam
Williams, Erik Geier, Candelaria
Barrera-Mejia, Cadi Klepeis

our PARP program works and had been
concerned that it had become too focused
on how many minutes students read and on
the rewards given for amount of time spent
reading. She thought a program that
focused more on content rather than time
and that gave students an opportunity to
talk about what they were reading would be
more beneficial. She learned that a lot of
communities around us--and even some
nearby cities like Rochester, Syracuse, and
Toronto--participate in ?One School, One
Book? (or ?One City, One Book.?) These
programs are designed to promote literacy

Journalism
Advisor
Amy Jerome
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Middle School Dance: The Beginning of the
Bashor Bust?
End
By Emilija Morkevi?ius

A

By Ryan Hunt

lthough the freshmen may think that

they have organized the greatest school dance
in HCS history, this article will accurately
rank the dance from all components. From
food to music to decorations did this dance
do what it takes to become a legend? Or did
it crash and burn?
From the decorations point of view, the
freshmen class rocked it! There were
streamers hanging over the gym door,
balloons EVERYWHERE, and lights
surrounding a sign reading, ?Spring?. This
earns them a solid 5 out 5 stars for decor.
One of the main things the ninth grade
advertised was food. True to their word, they
provided Eatery mac ?n? cheese, as well as
soda, chips, and brownies. The brownies
were baked to perfection, although there
were a few complaints that the mac ?n?
cheese cost more than at the Eatery per
amount. It was discovered that there was only
one kind of soda at the dance; sprite. Overall,
the ninth graders conquer a 4 out 5.
No dance is complete without music. The
freshmen played a variety of pop music, Tic
Tok songs, and dance classics. Many students
reported that the music was easy to boogie to
and was well balanced. The freshmen class
deserves a 5 out of 5 for their jam.
The day of a dance is vital, as it is the
deciding factor of how active the dancers will
be. The Spring Dance was on Friday, which
is the best day of the week (based off of
student opinions). This affected the dance
because students had to decide between the
dance and Friday cool-down activities.
However, since it was a Friday, no one came
to school sleepy. This gives the party
planners a good ol?3.5 out of 5.
Crowd Stats
Energy of Ninth Graders- 99%
Energy of Everyone Else- 75%
Skill- 90%
Most Crowd Participation - Cotton Eye Joe
Best Groove- Mrs. Orth

T his week officially marks the start of the
fourth quarter for the 2018-2019 school year,
bringing along with it some of the most
stressful, happy, and bittersweet times of the
year.
Students in the high school will begin
preparing for their AP tests, which are just
around the corner. The AP tests taking place
this year are World History, Statistics, US
History, Literature, Latin, Language and
Composition, and Biology. The Junior class
will have the hardest time during this week,
as most of them have three, if not four, AP
tests that week. ? v
?
The fourth quarter also bring the most severe
cases of Senioritis. For those unfamiliar with
Senioritis, it is the condition found in Seniors
of
becoming
extremely
lazy
and
unproductive at the end of the year. Some
cases have already set in, but with an added
Senior privileges day, the number of cases is
expected to rise. Emily McCann, a known
Senior with this condition, when asked about
her expectations for herself this quarter she
said, ?I?m going to play softball, enjoy the
weather, and do a little calc homework here
and there.? She plans on enjoying her last
quarter at Hamilton.
This quarter is the 52nd, and final quarter,
for the Seniors at Hamilton Central School.
Countless hours of school work have all led
to this final quarter.
While it is sad, many of the seniors will try
and enjoy their last moments with their
classmates, teachers, and friends.

B4

I f you want
to writefor
theEP,
don't
hesitateto
ask! Weare
always in
need of extra
writers and
more
articles!
Helping out
would be
"very
clutch"
according to
Mrs.
Jerome.

S por t s
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Softball starts4-1
Continued from cover
late comeback attempt fell just short. After
being down 6-1 at the end of four innings,
the girls pushed to cut the lead down to one
with one inning left to play. Unfortunately,
they ran out of steam just shy of taking the
lead from a good West Canada team. Ashley
LaRuffa, Emma Basher and Beth Belanger
each picked up RBI?s in the effort, Belanger
and LaRuffa each hitting doubles. Belanger
will be credited with the loss, pitching all
seven innings. She allowed just eight hits and
struck out four in the setback.

Baseball starts2-2
By Tarik Cigeroglu

T he HCS Baseball team came out to a 2-2
start after opening with a win at Waterville,
then falling to Westmoreland and West
Canada Valley, then bouncing back against
Morrisville.
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The Knights began their season
at Waterville, on April 3rd,
beating the side 11-7 in the
frigid weather. The team started
the season off right by
compiling 12 hits, which lead
to their 11 total runs. Seniors TJ
Larson and Tarik Cigeroglu led
the team on the offensive side
with 2 RBIs a piece, while Sean
Hunt, JD Speer and Ryan Hunt
held the Indians to only three
earned runs.
Hamilton?s next game was at
Westmoreland, where they fell
in a close 11-10 offensive
battle. In the top of the sixth
inning, the Knights found
themselves four runs behind the
Bulldogs, which they responded
to with three runs. These
proved to be insufficient, however, as they
team was held to a scoreless seventh inning,
securing the victory for Westmoreland.
Sophomores John Dudrick and Zach Bernard
got the offense going, with three RBIs each.
The Knights lost in their home opener,
falling to West Canada Valley 12-5. After the
fifth inning, the game was close, until the
Indians blew the game open with a five run
inning. Hamilton wasn?t able to get the bats
going after that, with two consecutive
scoreless innings. Ryan Hunt led the team
with three hits and a RBI, and JD Speer
contributed
a hit and
two runs.
Even
though the
team
limited
WCV to
five hits,
the Indian
were able to
capitalize
on costly
errors,
scoring
nine
unearned
runs.
Hamilton
bounced
back on
April 10th,
beating
Morrisville
for their
first home
win of the
season. The
game was

close throughout, with the lead never
reaching above two runs. The Knights were
able to string some hits together, as well as
capitalize on passed balls by the Warriors, in
order to come out on top. Good defense
proved effective in the game, with the
Knights committing only one error through
entirety of the game, while Ryan Hunt threw
a complete game, only allowing two earned
runs and six hits.

BonusTop5
1. Juleshitsheadin
dugout
2. Fadalereturns
3. Dessert Schindzas
4. Earlyreleasedrill
today
5. Tennisopenswithwin!
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T he E mer ald P r ess

Puzzl es
Five kids, Alice, Bob, Cathy, Dan and
Eve went to Easter egg hunt. Each of
them found three eggs of different
color s. Three reds eggs three, blue
eggs, three yellow eggs, three green
eggs, and three or ange eggs have

C bgnkvwh gy c spgnacvo zur wa
znas j wquv dusp c auvqr w aswt.
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